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The paper deals with the major conclusions arising from the statisticcl nnnlys~ih of 22 body 
measurements of 691 airmen. Besides the upper and lover 95 per rent confidence ];inits 
for these characters, the regression equations for (i) hncly a-eight ctn tl-e e:>rn:.ure uent 
of abdomen, shoulder, elbow, seat maximum below hips and total heigh! snd ( i i )  tntal 
height on knee height and thigh height, have also been given. 

The cockpit of an aeroplane should be so designed that the pilot feels corx~fortable in * 

his movements while performing his normal dutieH in the cockpit. Svlcll a dcsinn cnn best 
be made by taking into consideration the releva~t body measure2nen-ts of the prospective 
pilots. The data available from other countries like the U.K. ;:3d t h ~  iJ.8.A. is not of 
much avail in this respect as an average Indian is diflerent frml th5:i Amc?ril::~iis or the 
British in regard to shape and size. I j 2  Therefore twenty projectiol~ nrnn~iirc~nentn along 
with weight and height were collected for 691 airmen. The data i.:tlicntc(i v-itr.: ::t,atistically 
analysed. The purpose of the present] paper is to bring out a fzw s~:.liel;i; Ti"ilturt-!s and 
conclusions of the statistical analysis in order to make it easily acccssiblli: 2-0 t'2l.oac i11tol:ested 
in such statistical study. 

The twenty two measurements,/characteristics were : 
1. Top of head to floor 
2. Sitting height 
3. Seat to floor 
4. Shoulder to seat 
5. Elbow to seat 
6. Knee height 
7. Eye to top of head 
8. Thigh 
9. Total leg 

10. Heel on floor with leg extended 
11. Forearm 
12. Total arm 
13. Chest 
14, Abdomen 
15. Head 
16. Shoulder 
17. Elbows 
18. Seat maximum below hips 
19. SpanlAkimbo 
204 ~ a x i m u m > ~ a n  
21. Totalgheight 
22. Body weight 

*Now Professor of Statistics, Panjab University, Cha~lc?igarh. 
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Confidence limits for the above characters, based on the whole data, will be misleading 
unless the data is homogerleous. Homogeneity, therefore, was tested first. For this the 
entire data W ~ P  classified according to four age groups (18-25 years, 25-30 years, 30-35 
years and above 35 years) and also according to suitable groups of t,hc states of origin. 
Geogmphical proximity, food habits and racial honiogeneity were the guiding considera- 
tions for the latter. The groups were (i) Bengal, Bihar and Assam; ( i z ) .  Bombay and Madhya 
Pradesh; (iii) . Madras, Mysore and Rerala; (iv) . Pun jab send Delhi; and (v) . Ut tar Pradesh. 

An examination of the data, however, revealed that almost a11 the characters attain 
a kind of stability by the age of 18. This is true even for the body weight which is snpposed 
to increase with age. Perhaps, this is due to regular P.T. exercise taken by airmen. 
There were a few exceptions e..y., in Rengal and Mahas, character No. 7 showed a signifi- 
cant difference among the age groups. On the whole, it looked as if tlhe age group classifi- 
cation could be convenientsly removed. This conclusion has adso been rcaclled at  by 
Patwardhan2. 

The homogeneity for the other classification was tested by the stnndsrci aiznlysis of vari- 
ailce technique of forming the between and within groups sum? of squares. This was 
carried out for only five characters viz. ,  1-4 and 9. The M.S.8. (Mean Sun1 05 Squares) 
me recorded in ~ i b l o  1. The 5th group consists of only one state viz. ,  TTt'tar P n d a d ~  
and hence it has no degrees of freedom (d.f.). 

The significance of these sum of squares (S.S.) was tested by using the within age-group 
S.S. for different constituent states (suitably aclded t<ogether) as error S.S. All were found 
to be insignificant. The M.S.S. for between stategroups are given in Table 2. 

RETWE-EX STATE +I<OUPS (T).F. 4) 31.8.S. 

C'ha1-artc.r SO. 31.3.S. Ert*or 3l.S.S. _ _ _ - - + I - - - d . L  _ __ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _  . 7 

1 21:?61 - 9  1'706.14 
2 1snnl - 6  $34 ' ; (;  

3 TOS!).:! 1 i O ~ i - i  
4 s!)c,7.4 r:51 .w 
'2 1 01598 S 3010.69 
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All these are significant. This, therefore, confirms that the grouping of states is 
completely satisfactoryLfrom the point of view of homogeneity, as the within 8.8. is 
insignificant and the groups vary too much. The grapl~s-for some of the characters which 
show e marked variation in the state groups are as shown in Figs. 1-6. 

_STATE G R O U P S  

Fig. I-Body measurement: Top of head 
to floor [a-mean; s-X.D.] 

1 11 Ill IV  v 
STATE GROUPS 

Fig. 3-Body measurement: Heel on floor with 
leg extended a-mean; &-S.D.] 

I 11 Ill IV  v 
STATE GROUPS 

Fig. 2-Body measurement: Total log 
[a-mean; E-S.D.! 

- - 

STATE GRQUPS 

Fig. 4--Body measurement: Span akimbo 
[ U-mean; &-S.D.] 
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- .- 

I 11 Ill I V  v 
STATE GROUPS 

Fig. 5-Body measurement: maximum 
span [a -mean; a-S.D.] 

t 
S roo 

- - 
I 11 Ill IV V 

STATE GROUPS 

Fig. G-Body measurement; body weight 
.ED -mean; *S.D.] 

C O N F I D E N C E  L I M I T S  

The mean, standard deviation and standard error for all the 22 characters were 
calculated for t,he state groups ~eparately and also for the combined data. The minimum 
height requirement for the I . A . ~ .  personnel is 5 ft. This has the effect of truncation on the 
dist,ribution of the characters and it can be calculated by following Fisher's method. Wow- 
ever, it w a  found that the truncation effect was quite negligible and was, therefore, 
ignored. 

A remarkable feature was that the Punjab group is significantly higher than the average 
for many of the charaotess. 

' 
For cockpit designs, instead of the actual mean values of the characters, confidenoe 

limits are likely t o  be more usef~~l. Table 3, therefore, gives 95 per cent confidence 1imitjs 
for all the characters. Since the state groups were found to be different from one 
another, the limits given are the lowest of the lower limits and the highest of the upper 
limits for the state groups. 

This gives an idea of the measurements and the variation observed in different charac- 
t,em among the Indian Air Porce per~onnel for fixing the size of clothing and other  store,^ 
nsed by the Air Force. They can also be used for anthr~~ornetric comparisons of measure- 
rnents taken by others in India and abroad. A comparison bet]ween these limits and the 
limits for the R.A.F. personnel indicates that the average values of tlhe characters are cer- 
tainly higher for the latter. 
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Character No. 
Confidence limits 

Lowest Highest 
(cm) (cn4  

C O R R E L A T I O N  A N D  R E G R E S S I O N  

The correlation anal-ysis of the data was carried out by grouping the characteristics 
into two broad classes: 

(I) Height-like measurements: 1-12, 19, 20 and 21. 

and (2) Girth-like measurements: 13-1 8. 

Correlations between all tlhe characters in each of these classes were calculated. 
Almost all of them were found to be highly significant, though 01 varying magnitudes. 
Correlation of weight and total height with the girth-like body 1neasuremen.t~ was also 
calculated. The high correlation suggested the regression of body weight (x,) on the total 
height (x2), abdomen (x,), shoulder (x,), elbow (x,) and sea't maximum below hips (xs). 
The regression equation was found to be 

- This linear relationship accounts for more than. 80 per cen.t ot the variation in body weight. 
The partial regression coefficients are all siguificant at  I per cent level. They 1nea~sLtre 
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the partial rates of in~rense of bodv weight with respect to the characters in the regression 
equation. The multiple correlatioh coefficient of rl with x2 to x6 was found to be as high 
as 0.88. 

The regression equation of the total length (xl) on Icneeheight (x2) and t l igl~ (x3) 
was folxnd to be 

In this oase, too, the partial reger.sion coefficient is highly significant. The characters 
x2 and % satisfa:torily account for a major portion (75%) of the variation in xl. The 
multiple correlation coefficient is 0.87. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

Above are the principal findings of the statistical analysis. Additional details like 
histogram (representation of the frequency distributions of the chara~t~ers) and graphical 
presentation of the anaylsis of variance results were also worked out. 
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